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Abstract: We aim to predict Hungarian corn yields for the period of 2020–2100. The purpose of the study
was to mutually consider the environmental impact of climate change and the potential human impact
indicators towards sustaining corn yield development in the future. Panel data regression methods
were elaborated on historic observations (1970–2018) to impose statistical inferences with simulated
weather events (2020–2100) and to consider developing human impact for sustainable intensification.
The within-between random effect model was performed with three generic specifications to address
time constant indicators as well. Our analysis on a gridded Hungarian database confirms that rising
temperature and decreasing precipitation will negatively affect corn yields unless human impact
dissolves the climate-induced challenges. We addressed the effect of elevated carbon dioxide (CO2)
as an important factor of diverse human impact. By superposing the human impact on the projected
future yields, we confirm that the negative prospects of climate change can be defeated.

Keywords: climatic variability; food security; sustainable intensification; trending adaptive capacity;
panel data econometrics; technology development

1. Introduction

Empirical studies put various climate, biophysical, and economic models in practice for assessing
the impact of climate change on crop yields. The results and inferences vary due to model singularities,
differences in input data, and the heterogeneity of global food production areas [1–5]. Applications
on a global scale have the potential to predict average global yields (under reported uncertainty) for
the most important commodities with rather simple measures of highly aggregated growing season
temperature and precipitation [6–8]. Nevertheless, there are many locally changing factors that likely
affect corn yields—including political stability, land use, soil organic matter content, as well as the
implementation of technological and agronomic developments—which researchers are unable to
properly quantify and are thus cumbersome for modeling purposes. Drawing global supply and
demand trends and understanding future challenges of food security are vitally important, but shaping
targeted agricultural policy making requires more detailed information about the internal functioning
of agents. Therefore, we argue to conceive studies with smaller spatial coverage, where essential local
drivers may be considered and agronomic weather measures are executed at the potentially smallest
(but realistic) gridded resolution to capture the most spatial heterogeneity and greatest data variability
to decrease uncertainties.
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1.1. On Hungarian Corn Production

Corn production is one of the most valuable sectors of Hungarian agriculture. Hungary has the
fourth-largest production area of corn in the European Union (EU), which takes up about 1–1.3 million
hectares depending on the state of crop rotation [9]. Due to climatic, industrial, and demographic
reasons, there is an increasing demand for corn in Europe [10–12]. Among the European Member States,
Hungary serves the second-largest corn export (after France), with the mean capacity of 3.7 million tons
a year (based on the average production of 2007–2015 [13]). Studies show that Hungary’s climate is on
the verge of humid oceanic, dry continental, and Mediterranean climate regions that is responsible for
the highly variable weather [14]. The climate within the Carpathian Basin has become warmer and
drier in the agriculturally most important period of the year: from May to September [15,16]. Extreme
weather events cause unequal rainfall distribution on Hungarian land and negatively influence soil
fertility through natural water supply. Different soils react differently to the stress effects evolved as a
result of lacking precipitation, so their drought sensitivity will not be the same [17]. There is a marked
tendency that drought and heat stress have become more common, which had a strong negative impact
on corn yields in several years [18,19].

Figure 1 shows the courses of Hungarian and European corn yields over the baseline period of
1970–2018. The volatility of Hungarian corn yield is higher than the European, although in this long
time series, corn yields have nearly doubled for both graphs.
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By explaining the relation of Hungarian and European corn yield charts, we underline the historic
moment in 1990, when the Soviet Union collapsed and the satellite states like Hungary could start the
process of democratic transformation. Under the Communist Regime, Hungarian farmers were forced
to work in production cooperatives on confiscated land and destroyed the historically developed
agricultural society of gentries. In lack of environmental considerations and climate protections,
an unreasonably large amount of imported nonorganic fertilizer was used for mass cultivation. Large
portions of the produced agricultural commodities were transported and absorbed by the Comecon
markets. The planned socialist economy took a positive effect on Hungarian corn yields (i.e., it largely
exceeded the European average yield), but it exploited farmland and caused serious environmental
problems. The political transformation brought the termination of fertilization subsidies, the era of legal
redresses, and compensations, which resulted in an enormous setback in agricultural yields compared
to the rest of Europe in the beginning of the 1990s. Later, by the second half of the decade, the recouped
agricultural society rehabilitated and reorganized agricultural production conditions and started to
compete on new European markets. However, nothing illustrates better the current imperfections of
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Hungarian agricultural convergence, when the emergent occasions of adverse weather conditions affect
less negatively the aggregated European corn yields, than the Hungarian corn production (see Figure 1,
years of 2000, 2003, 2007, 2012). This implies that Hungary is more vulnerable to negative environmental
impacts. Therefore, the financial stability is at stake of the export-driven corn production system in the
light of climate change. In this manner, we reveal the fundamental challenge of future farming as to
whether the development of adaptive capacity in Hungary will exceed the European improvement.

1.2. Motivation and Contribution

The aim of the study was to model the environmental and social impact indicators and explain
the observed year-specific yield fluctuations. We analyzed the highly variable weather and other
important production factors on historic corn yields (1970–2018) and used the responses to predict
future yields for the period of 2020–2100. We intended to present the impact of climate change by
employing various climate projections, but more importantly, we desired to reveal that persisting
human impact may increase adaptive capacity and efficiently tackle the potential negative impact of
climate change. We applied the within-between random effect model on our balanced panel dataset to
account for other substantial factors such as agronomic improvements and individual characteristics
beyond weather variabilities.

First, we compiled a new data set that integrates the spatial distribution of yields, soil characteristics,
and a number of climatic variables for the total coverage of Hungary at a 10 km × 10 km grid resolution.
Second, we delineated a time trend that we associate with the cumulated human impact towards
improving corn yields. Third, we estimated simultaneously three model specifications with respect to
diversified variable settings and decomposed growing season periods (i.e., distinguishing vegetative
and reproductive growth phases).

The rest of the paper is divided into four parts. In Section 2, we argue the binding assumptions
of individual homogeneity, introduce the rest of the data and present the applied method. In Section 3,
we interpret the results and discuss the most important implications; Section 4 summarizes the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Biophysical and Social Environment

Earlier, Hungarian agricultural commodity yields were assessed by process-based crop models [20,21].
These are designed to calculate crop yield (and other important parameters of the soil-plant system) as
a function of weather and soil conditions, stipulate plant-specific characteristics, and take the basic
crop management steps into account. Crop-model-based studies find corn yield critically sensitive
to rising temperature on Hungarian rain-fed arable land [21,22]. Despite their advantages [23–27],
crop models are limited in their ability to express the continuous development in agrotechnology
(e.g., use of slow-release fertilizer, progress in hybrid research, and evolving methods in application
of pesticide: the increasing quality of agricultural operations in general) [28] and agromanagement
(e.g., organizing cooperatives for more efficient production, utilization of farm-to-fork strategies).
We argue that the differences in model approaches are not superior to each other; on the contrary, they
are rather complementary where the grounded research interest determines the applied modeling
strategy. As our research objective is built on revealing the factors of corn yield development, we used
a stochastic approach with panel data to make more sufficient projections with the inclusion of
progressive human impact.

Generally, farmers’ adaptive capacity to any change, especially to weather variabilities, is highly
heterogeneous, due to the differences in factor endowments, production capacity, education, and
experience, etc.; thus, it is a source of uncertainty and potential bias trap in stochastic modeling. Lately,
global scale empirical models have been gaining ground in the scientific literature [29–31], but they are
restrained to simulate yield responses when cropping areas shift [6,30] or easily lead to heterogeneity
bias as the within-country differences are overlooked. Therefore, we suppose that the conclusions of
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global studies on future yield trends may be partially misleading, but in lack of a better global tool,
it remains considerable.

We address the binding issue of individual homogeneity with small-scale grid resolution and link
to the explicit assumption that agricultural producers aim to achieve the potentially highest yields in
every year under given circumstances, regardless of occurring individual differences in production
endowments and in adaptive capacity. Instead of neglecting all agromanagement, infrastructural,
and policy considerations per se—due to identification challenges—we propose to control these
unobserved variabilities based on preceding adjustments. Still, the real farm-level differences are
disregarded by using gridded data, but spatial proximity within the grid cells is assumed to imply
some similarity in unobserved human factors [32].

The underlined simplification on farmers’ behavior that they constantly maximize corn yields
allows us to observe the aggregates of all unobserved effects in each year, which we perceive as the
annual country aggregate of human impact towards increasing yields under variable weather and
changing climate in the long run. In recent studies, technology improvements are taken for granted in
the future, and models typically account for new technology by including some exogenous rate of
growth in yields [33–36]. We argue that identifying the effect of a specific technological innovation is
extremely difficult due to time lags and data shortage. We question the exclusive role of technology
in the observed positive yield shifts. We believe that, in reality, achieving crop yield growth is a
complex work at different levels. At the farm level, it is a process of making sequential decisions at
every stage of the production under contrasting environmental settings (i.e., weather variability) that
may simply include intensification (e.g., use of higher NPK doses), or finding more suitable hybrids.
At the regulatory level, it is a process of providing a sustainable and resilient policy framework that
supports healthy competitiveness, presents affordable financial assets for farmers, and administers the
undergoing proprietary rights issues (e.g., tenancy in common affairs). The broad spectrum of human
impact extends to agrotechnological development (crop breeding, technical advances, increasing factor
endowments), policy environment (subsidy policy, political establishment), agricultural R&D and its
translation into practice, knowledge spillovers, and capital accumulation. We acknowledge that the
driving force of human impact is sourced from technological and agromanagement improvements for
upward-trending yields, but we are aware of nontechnical aspects such as cooperation and knowledge
transfer that substantially contribute to increase farm efficiency. In statistical crop models, when they
refer to technology in the equation either by using state-specific quadratic time trends or year-fixed
effects, they actually address the aggregate human impact [6,36–38].

Furthermore, there is an increasing need to clarify the effect of elevated CO2 on corn production,
especially when long-term projections are considered. According to Leakey et al. [39], CO2 does
not directly stimulate C4 photosynthesis, but can indirectly stimulate carbon assimilation in times
and places of drought. Weigel and Manderscheid [40] recorded practically zero yield increase in wet
conditions but over 40% yield gain in dry conditions. We address elevated CO2 and give 20% yield
growth of maze as an upper estimate in case of a 200 ppm CO2 increase (from 350 ppm to 550 ppm)
based on long-term Free Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments and crop model simulations [41].
Combining this figure with the ca. 80 ppm CO2 level increase of the observation period (1970–2018),
we forecast about 8 kg/ha/year corn yield increase due to elevated CO2. We argue that this effect has
been absorbed into the human impact trend in the past, but the decomposition of elevated CO2 and
the rest of human impact is feasible for the future.

2.2. Data

The accumulated dataset consists of 1104 (approx. 10 × 10 km) grid cells, which constitutes a
balanced panel of 49 years over the period of 1970–2018. Average corn yields for each grid cell were
obtained from the Research Institute of Agricultural Economics (RIAE) and from the Hungarian Central
Statistical Office (HCSO). Yield averages for the period of 2011–2018 were collected from the Hungarian
model farm network that includes about two thousand farms. RIAE has developed this form of
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data accumulation representatively by model farms covering arable land of Hungary. The spatial
distribution of yields over the 1104 grid cells was determined by attributing the model farm yields to
the spatial grid system, where the farm is located. The county (NUTS-3)-level HCSO yield data that is
available for the period of 1970–2010 is correspondingly spatially disaggregated for the grid cells by
using the spatial distribution patterns of the model farm network data. Thus, the continuous dataset
incorporates the inconceivable effects of various political establishments, reflects the specific policy
or management choices, as well as assimilates technological development which, in use, may more
reliably predict future corn yield responses. We draw attention to the long time span of the baseline
yield data, where advances in management practices, crop improvement, technical and nontechnical
changes mutually affected agricultural productivity.

The observed meteorological and simulated future climate datasets were provided by the FORESEE
database [42]. The FORESEE v3.1 [43] is derived from the E-OBS 17e dataset [44] for the historical
time period (1951–2018), and from the ENSEMBLES project [45] for the future projections based on
the SRES A1B emission scenario [46]. Though, the production of RCP (Representative Concentration
Pathways)-based climate projections has been started, at present, FORESEE v3.1 is the only database
meeting all the criteria required for this study: (1) observed data covers the study area with the required
spatial resolution; (2) observed data covers the investigated time period; (3) climate projections (future
data) have the same spatial resolution than that of the observed data and contain continuous daily
data up to 2100; (4) climate projections are bias-corrected using the observed data of the database
from a reference period that includes the investigated period; (5) the incorporated regional climate
and global climate models (RCM-GCM) cover a sufficiently wide range, as for temperature and
especially for precipitation, the RCM-GCM selection-related uncertainty is usually larger than the
scenario-selection-related uncertainty [47]. The FORESEE v3.1 database provides spatially interpolated
meteorological fields for Central Europe for the period of 1951–2100. The bias-corrected, projected
time series were derived by using 10 different RCMs embedded in three different GCMs [42]. The data
at the original FORESEE resolution of 1/6◦ × 1/6◦ was resampled to the finer resolution of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦,
in accordance with the gridded corn yield data of the 1104 cells. Kern et al. [48] developed the applied
methodology for the spatial transformation, with respect to elevation attributes.

In this paper, we selected six climate projections to present uncertainty for the period of 2020–2100
and assess the climatic response of Hungarian corn yield for different scenarios. As temperature and
precipitation are the most influential indicators for corn development, we opted for showing the positive
and negative extremes as well as the average projections for both impact indicators. By selecting the
RCMs, we considered separately the mean temperature and the precipitation sums in the growing
season for the period of 2071–2100. Table S1 shows the decadal mean and standard deviation of
the respective climatic measures. The FORESEE v3.1 is structured by daily minimum/maximum
temperatures and precipitation sums. We supplemented the basic dataset by deriving daylight average
temperature and shortwave radiation flux (i.e., global radiation) on the same grid by using the widely
validated MTClim model [49].

The gridded weather data products use spatial interpolation to incorporate the accessible
time-variant weather station data into the panel structure of observations on a fixed spatial scale of
1104 grid cells. To account for the impact of temperature, we used the well-established nonlinear
formulation of degree days, also known as Growing Degree Days (GDD) [50–52]. GDD (Thermal Time)
is a measure of heat accumulation calculated by taking the integral of warmth above a base temperature.
As daily data is used in the study thermal, time is approximated with max(0.5 × (Tmax + Tmin) − Tb, 0),
where Tmax and Tmin are the daily maximum and minimum temperature and Tb is the base temperature
which is set to 8 ◦C. GDD is the sum of daily values for the given period. For identifying heat stress,
we aggregated the Number of Hot Days (NHD), when the daily maximum temperature exceeds 30 ◦C
for the given period. In addition, for further specifications, we obtained the total short-wave Radiation
(RAD), measured in MJ/m2, considered wavelength between 0.2 µm and 3.0 µm from the sky falling
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onto a horizontal surface on the ground for the given period. Lastly, the simple measure of precipitation
sum (P) was used for the given period measured in cm (Figure S1).

For the straightforward extension of the estimation methodology, we address the important subset
of grid-cell-specific time-invariant measures of soil conditions. The soil data was retrieved from the
10 km resolution Digital, Optimized, Soil Related Maps and Information (DOSoReMI) database [53].
DOSoReMI is an observation-based dataset where locally measured soil parameters—Soil Organic
Matter content (SOM), sand fraction, and pH—are spatially interpolated with the help of geophysical,
terrain, land cover, and remotely sensed data. The native resolution of DOSoReMI is 100 m, but
versions with coarser resolution are available up to a 10 km resolution. SOM and sand fraction are
measured in percentage points of the topsoil (0–30 cm).

We explored the various interactions of the specified variables, although theoretically some may
have an inverted U-shape for corn yield. Therefore, in our model specification, we define the squared
terms of GDD, RAD, and P to account for potential higher-order interactions as well. As a null hypothesis,
we expected GDD, P, RAD, SOM, and pH to positively correlate with corn yield and, on the contrary,
the NHD, sand fraction, GDD2, RAD2, and P2 to negatively affect corn yields. The spatial distribution
of yield and the most important weather measures are illustrated in Figure S1. The vegetation period
(VP) cell values are aggregated for the period of 2009–2018.

2.3. Methodology

Fixed-effects (FE) modeling is used more frequently in applied econometric analysis, reflecting
its status as the “gold standard” [54]. However, random-effects (RE) models have gained increasing
prominence in various scientific fields [55–57] due to their greater flexibility and generalizability.
Both methods are applicable to address complex research questions, including nested neighborhood
relations [58–60] and temporal hierarchies [57,61].

Many research problems in agricultural economics, especially related to future production issues in
light of climate change, describe the quantitative matter with hierarchical data structure. It is imposed
during data collection as there are repeated measures over time at Level 1 (i.e., highly variable occasions,
e.g., weather events) and nested in individuals at Level 2 (‘higher-level entities,’ e.g., countries, grid
cells, etc.), which may include time-independent characteristics [61–63]. There are a large number of
different model specifications in terms of choosing the appropriate model framework, functional form,
and including the most meaningful/influential covariates. Still, FE models are regularly employed to
avoid the problem of individual heterogeneity bias and control out all between effects by including
the higher-level entities as dummy variables, e.g., [38]; however, the great advantage of FE models
comes at a price of being unable to estimate the effects of higher-level processes and only dealing
with occasion-level processes [61]. Therefore, FE models may not be practical in applications where
time-invariant covariates (i.e., has only higher-level variance) are of particular interest, as they lose a
large amount of information.

Mundlak [64,65] worked out his solution to this issue by adding the higher-level mean of each
time-varying covariate in the model (the so-called Mundlak device) to explicitly account for the between
effect instead of controlling it out. The Mundlak device is treated in the same way as any higher-level
variable (i.e., time-invariant variable) and performs the covariates within a simple parsimonious RE
framework. This yields to the same results as a FE model, but supplemented with the between effects
in addition to other time-invariant variables of interest [62].

We used the most general parametrization of the Mundlak model, which is able to model both
within- and between-individual effects concurrently, and also explicitly models heterogeneity in the
effect of predictor variables at the individual level [63]:

yit = µ+ β1W(xit − xi ) + β2Bxi + β3zi + vi0 + vi1(xit − xi ) +∅it + εit0
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This model is also called the ‘within-between RE’ model, where yit is the dependent variable, xit
is a set of time-varying independent variables, and zi is a set of time-invariant independent variables.
Each variable of xit is divided into two parts, β1W and β2B, representing the average within and between
effects, respectively. The β3 parameter exclusively stands for the between effect of the specific zi variable,
as it has no within effect due to the lack of variation in time. The random setting of the model includes
two terms: a random effect that is attached to the intercept (vi0) and another random term attached to
the within slope (vi1). Each of these is assumed to be normally distributed. Finally, ∅i is a grid-specific
parameter on annual linear time trend t to identify annual shocks and long-time improvements.

The scope of the paper is to determine the effect of highly variable occasions, such as biophysical
effects of heat units, wetness/humidity, and nested grid object information of soil organic matter, pH,
and sand consistency on observed corn yields. Our model specification closely follows the innovations
published by Roberts et al. [38] and Auffhammer et al. [30], but applying the within-between random
effects model stated above. Three generic model specifications were performed subject to the involved
variables. Each model has two sub-specifications (i.e., ‘Model A’ and ‘Model B’) conditional on assuming a
coupled or decoupled growing season (i.e., distinguishing plant development phases to vegetative and
reproductive growth periods). Specification “A” includes the variables in coupled form, corresponding
to mainstream variable use; while specification “B” incorporates GDD, RAD, and P in decoupled forms.
The included variable structures are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary table of performed variable structures in each model.

Variables Model 1A Model 1B Model 2A Model 2B Model 3A Model 3B

GDD + + +

GDD2 + + +
GDDVEGETATIVE + + +

GDD2
VEGETATIVE + + +

GDDREPRODUCTIVE + + +

GDD2
REPRODUCTIVE + + +

RADVEGETATIVE + +

RAD2
VEGETATIVE + +

RADREPRODUCTIVE + +

RAD2
REPRODUCTIVE + +

P + + +

P2 + + +
PVEGETATIVE + + +

P2
VEGETATIVE + + +

PREPRODUCTIVE + + +

P2
REPRODUCTIVE + + +

NHD + + + + + +
SOM + + + +
pH + + + +

Sand + + + +

Furthermore, we made predictions for corn yield of each of the regression models replacing observed
weather data with projected future weather. Instead of removing trending human impact from the model
(i.e., detrending the raw data), and thus exclusively accounting for the climate-change-induced differences
in yield [38], we rather superposed the predicted human impact when making predictions for the future.
Additionally, we relied on the works of Weigel and Manderscheid [40] and Castano-Sanches [41]
with respect to the effect of elevated CO2 on corn yield, and disjointed this absorbed effect from the
human impact. Methodologically, it means an artificial 8 kg/ha/year shift of the dependent variable.
Though we know that the actual trend is highly dependent on the greenhouse gas concentration
trajectory, this rate of elevated CO2-induced yield rise is assumed to be continuous in future decades,
regardless of other aspects of human impact. Hereby, we were able to make predictions for future corn
yield conformation either by assuming persistent human impact with absorbed CO2, or no human
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impact but elevated CO2 effect. Later at yield predictions, we designated the results with and without
persisting human impact.

The applied REWB models can be fit in modeling software packages such as R, Stata, or SPSS.
They are considered random-effects models with the mean of xit included as an additional explanatory
variable [66]. We used “plm,” ”lme4,” and “Metrics” packages in R for calculation [67–69] and “plotly”
for visualization [70].

3. Results

We parametrize six models, all of which are presented in Table 2. The ‘A’ and ‘B’ specifications
indicate whether we consider the growing period in its overall length or differentiate the major plant
growth phases.

In all model specifications, we found the 49-year linear time trend significant and positive on
Hungarian corn yields. Yet, we mutually accounted for all types of human impacts, including elevated
CO2. With all models, we calculated between 77 and 81 kg/ha of average yield increase. The results of
temperature indicators confirm our initial hypothesis that increasing GDD and RAD will contribute
to corn yield growth, although under “B” specifications, we reveal some negative and significant
estimates. This suggests that increasing temperature in the vegetative plant development phase may
set back the potential yield. Correspondingly, the within effect of heat stress (NHD) caused decreasing
yields in all cases. (The within and between effects have different substantive meanings as they capture
within-group and between-group relationships, respectively. The level 1 within effect captures the
difference on Y between units that are higher or lower than average on X relative to their group,
whilst at level 2, the between effect captures the difference between groups that have a higher or
lower X as a whole [62]. Therefore, researchers interpret the within effect as the causal effect [54,71]).
The significant results of wetness indicator P show positive estimates. The squared-term confirms that
precipitation-induced inland water could cause moderate reduction.

In addition, these results show empirical relevance for including time-invariant determinants
in statistical approaches when modeling the relationship between environmental impact indicators
and crop yields. Soil parameters have a powerful and robust association with yields. Despite the
occurring difficulties in model identification, the results confirm our expectations and yield to large
significant results. Furthermore, this point is underlined when we examine the predictive capacity of
the REWB model. The marginal R2 describes solely the proportion of variance explained by the fixed
factors, while the conditional R2 describes the proportion of variance explained by both the fixed and
random factors. In the case of linear mixed-effect models, such as REWB, the random slopes will not be
controlled out. The conditional R2 are considerably greater in all cases than the marginal R2. We infer
that using the REWB model is a better choice, because it has more explanatory power and provides
opportunity to assess soil determinants. According to the estimated model performance indicators
(RMSE, AIC, BIC), we find Model 1B to be the most accurate model specification.

The table of regression results is a very important summary of the model specification assortment,
but Figure 2 provides the graphical illustration of the model charts compared to the observed yields.

In general the predicted model specifications closely follow the observed annual aggregates.
However, the deviations in the 1980s and in the mid-1990s can be attributed to the external influencing
effects occurring over the transition period, for instance, political instability, transformation of farm
structure, and other effects, all of which are implicitly addressed in the human impact and thus lower
the year-to-year sensitivity of the models.
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Table 2. Regression Results of REWB models from a Variety of Panel Specifications.

Model 1A Model 1B Model 2A Model 2B Model3A Model3B

Predictors Estimates SE p Estimates SE p Estimates SE p Estimates SE p Estimates SE p Estimates SE p

(Intercept) 303.348 218.238 0.165 200.941 207.542 0.333 0.756 5.060 0.881 −32.381 13.771 0.019 −0.537 5.362 0.920 −52.862 15.829 0.001

Time trend 0.081 0.001 <0.001 0.079 0.001 <0.001 0.078 0.001 <0.001 0.077 0.001 <0.001 0.078 0.001 <0.001 0.077 0.001 <0.001
GDD within 0.005 0.000 <0.001 0.006 0.000 <0.001 0.006 0.000 <0.001

GDD between 0.009 0.008 0.231 −0.010 0.007 0.170 −0.015 0.008 0.063
GDD2 within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001

GDD2 between 0.000 0.000 0.551 0.000 0.000 0.032 0.000 0.000 0.009
RADVEG within 0.097 0.004 <0.001 0.068 0.004 <0.001

RADVEG between 0.051 0.290 0.862 −0.947 0.322 0.003
RAD2

VEG within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001
RAD2

VEG between 0.000 0.000 0.935 0.000 0.000 0.004
RADREP within −0.003 0.004 0.490 −0.022 0.004 <0.001

RADREP between −0.485 0.179 0.007 0.417 0.210 0.047
RAD2

REP within 0.000 0.000 0.058 0.000 0.000 <0.001
RAD2

REP between 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.065
P within 0.008 0.000 <0.001 0.009 0.000 <0.001 0.009 0.000 <0.001

P between −0.004 0.015 0.770 0.026 0.014 0.061 0.061 0.015 <0.001
P2 within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001

P2 between 0.000 0.000 0.895 0.000 0.000 0.102 0.000 0.000 <0.001
NHD within −0.069 0.001 <0.001 −0.069 0.001 <0.001 −0.074 0.001 <0.001 −0.071 0.001 <0.001 −0.074 0.001 <0.001 −0.071 0.001 <0.001

NHD between −0.099 0.020 <0.001 −0.027 0.020 0.181 −0.070 0.014 <0.001 0.027 0.017 0.112 −0.044 0.015 0.003 0.079 0.020 <0.001
SOM 0.245 0.073 0.001 0.291 0.068 <0.001 0.156 0.073 0.033 0.149 0.075 0.046
pH 0.315 0.064 <0.001 0.251 0.060 <0.001 0.285 0.067 <0.001 0.220 0.067 0.001

Sand −0.015 0.002 <0.001 −0.014 0.002 <0.001 −0.016 0.002 <0.001 −0.016 0.002 <0.001
GDDVEG within −0.007 0.001 <0.001 −0.004 0.001 <0.001 −0.004 0.001 <0.001

GDDVEG between −0.189 0.095 0.046 −0.223 0.104 0.031 −0.343 0.122 0.005
GDD2

VEG within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001
GDD2

VEG between 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.000 0.000 0.064 0.000 0.000 0.013
GDDREP within 0.016 0.001 <0.001 0.018 0.001 <0.001 0.018 0.001 <0.001

GDDREP between 0.182 0.073 0.012 0.196 0.080 0.015 0.300 0.094 0.001
GDD2

REP within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001
GDD2

REP between 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.004
PVEG within 0.015 0.001 <0.001 0.018 0.000 <0.001 0.018 0.000 <0.001

PVEG between −0.182 0.030 <0.001 −0.132 0.033 <0.001 −0.191 0.038 <0.001
P2

VEG within 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001
P2

VEG between 0.001 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.001 0.000 <0.001
PREP within 0.001 0.000 0.130 −0.002 0.000 <0.001 −0.002 0.000 <0.001

PREP between 0.045 0.017 0.009 0.030 0.017 0.079 0.077 0.020 <0.001
P2

REP within 0.000 0.000 0.091 0.000 0.000 <0.001 0.000 0.000 <0.001
P2

REP between 0.000 0.000 0.043 0.000 0.000 0.173 0.000 0.000 <0.001

σ2 1.08 1.05 1.13 1.06 1.13 1.06
N 1104 ID 1104 ID 1104 ID 1104 ID 1104 ID 1104 ID

Observations 54,096 54,096 54,096 54,096 54,096 54,096
Marginal R2/Cond R2 0.370/0.711 0.396/0.710 0.356/0.673 0.369/0.701 0.303/0.667 0.309/0.709

AIC/BIC 163,312/163,552 161,855/162,166 165,734/165,903 162,580/162,820 165,978/166,120 162,806/163,020
RMSE 1.0229 1.0083 1.0465 1.0143 1.0461 1.0136

Note: Significant estimates are shown in bold.
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These models are used for estimating future corn yields as we make predictions with projected
future weather. We either superpose the foreseen linear trend and account for persisting human impact
in the future or disjoint the elevated CO2 effect from the human impact. We find the contribution of
human impact about 80 kg/ha/year to increase corn yield, of which we consider ca. 8 kg/ha/year for
elevated CO2 (see Section 2, [40,41]). We argue that elevated CO2 level is independent from human
impact (it rather may be seen as a humanity impact), and therefore, we cover for the elevated CO2 in
the future when no persisting human impact is assumed.

We show the results of both possible alternatives and assess future corn yields with and without
persisting human impact. The sets of result figures are presented in the Supplementary Materials,
together with an imposed linear trend on the annual aggregated yield outcomes (LT) (see Figures S2–S13).
We find the most favorable climate projection of RCA-HadCM3Q0 (assumes the highest precipitation
and the mildest GDD increase compared to other projections) only slightly decreasing in the future
without continuous human impact. However, if we assume that human innovations will persist as
much as in the past, we find the opposite directions of the trends. The preferential projection of
RCA-HadCM3Q0 increases the most of all, by confirming that positive social and environmental effects
reinforce each other. The charts exhibit that corn yields may reach the 12–16 t/ha level by the end of
the century.

Here, we present the ensemble of the six climate projections collectively for all model specifications,
together with the linear trend (LT) of the aggregated results (Figures 3 and 4), to filter out the feasible
differences between the RCMs and afford to assess the attainable distinctions between the models.
The pairwise coloring of the graphs is entitled to help easier perception of the respective charts.
In general, models with specification “A,” when the growing period is not divided into vegetative
and reproductive growth phases, predict higher corn yields than models with specification ”B.”
This suggests that, when more detailed model specification is applied, the predicted results show fairly
identical and more robust results (see all “B” specifications). In other words, when we decrease the
explanatory power of the set of independent variables, in Model 2A and Model 3A (compared also
to Model 1A, not only to all “B” specifications), we find that the results of these two models go far
beyond the rest.

All models confirm that climate change in general will have a negative impact on Hungarian
corn yields. The compiled model charts from all projection outcomes confirm the great importance of
sustaining competitiveness and improving farm efficiency. The comparison of the ensembles reveals
that corn cropping systems are in real danger due to climate change, but it is not impossible to sustain
a vivid corn production for future generations.
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4. Conclusions

Overall, our approach of treating the increasing trend in historic corn yields is substantially
different than that in the mainstream literature, where the driving force behind increasing corn yield has
been labelled as either “technology development,” “technological change,” or “improving adaptation
capacity,” and modelled with, e.g., linear time trend, state-specific quadratic time trends, or year-fixed
effects. We argue to compile all these different terminologies into one complex issue that we may call
human impact, which subsumes all unidentified effects that facilitate corn yield development. In our
view, long-term climate-yield interactions can only be addressed when human impact is explicitly
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taken into account. In reality, not only weather-related factors determine corn production, but also
farmers’ behavior, production conditions, political establishment, research and development, as well
as technological capabilities, etc. The technical problem of identifying these effects separately lies in
finding the proper proxies for these determinants, and therefore, researchers often overlook these
issues and focus merely on quantifiable weather components; methodologically, the increasing level of
CO2 in the anthropogenic impact, or at least an aftermath. For long-term prediction, we disjoined this
secondary effect and superposed its positive impact on corn yield when only the effect of elevated CO2

is considered.
Furthermore, the given heterogeneity between farms or production areas is also often disregarded.

This paper shows the importance of addressing time-invariant production factors, when historic yield
evolution is modelled. We confirm that soil parameters are crucial in future crop yield assessments,
as it certainly has some implications for modeling. We applied the REWB hybrid framework that
allows a wider range of variable use than the gold standard FE models. In principle, REWB allows
for hierarchical data structure and approves time-invariant covariate use. We suppose that such
indicators of soil characteristics and other individual characteristics will favor increasing prominence
for modeling purposes.

Altogether, we elaborated six model specifications. Three “A” and three “B” settings indicate
whether the growing period is considered in its overall length or differentiate the major plant growth
phases, the vegetative and reproductive phases, respectively. We find the separation very meaningful
and reveal the relative importance of more precipitation and radiation in the vegetative phase.
The identified squared terms that are designed to account for the nonlinear relationship between
weather variables and corn yield are zero in most cases. This implies that, for a study area like Hungary,
where both soil and climate are rather favorable to corn production (relatively small area is affected
by inland water, and the probability of the extremely long heat waves is low), the use of squared
terms may be omitted. The rest of the results are found to be in line with the general theory of corn
yield assessments.

Regarding human impact, with all models we calculated between 77 and 81 kg/ha of average
annual increase in corn yields for the past that we superposed for future predictions. This indicates
that activities of farmers and rather supportive establishment may lead to persistent development of
Hungarian corn production. We show the potential best and worst possible outcomes for Hungarian
corn production in the light of climate change until 2100 based on bias-corrected RCM simulations.

We find evidence that the Hungarian corn cropping system is vulnerable in the long run,
but sustaining human impact certainly has the potential to reverse the projected decreasing trend. Still,
there is room for sustainable intensification for corn production in Hungary, where “reversing the
curve” means calling to organized actions of policy makers, farmers, and agricultural cooperatives to
carry out great investments in precision farming, large-scale irrigation infrastructure development to
provide more suitable farming conditions.

Further research may consider a more detailed identification of the components of human impact
and thus contribute to make more comprehensive predictions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/6784/s1,
Table S1: The decadal mean and standard deviation of climate impact indicators for the selected RCMs. Figure S1:
Spatial distribution of aggregated yield, P, NHD and GDD; Figure S2–S13: Graphical illustration of 6 different
RCMs with and without Human Impact.
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